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Mission Statement
   

The mission of the Lampasas Independent School District is to develop and encourage life-long learners and to share in the responsibility of
educating the total child.  The District strives to prepare the students physically, mentally, socially and morally toward the full realization of

their highest capabilities. 
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Demographics

Demographics Summary

For 2021-2022, Hanna Springs Elementary continues to service students from Pre-Kindergarten through 5th Grade, and it maintains a student population of approximately 686
students.   The campus also maintains an EPCD program (Elementary Program for Students with Disabilities), and CAPS (Classroon for Autism Programming and Support).  Hanna
Springs Elementary utilizes Title I funding to supplement instruction in order to meet the academic needs of all learners.  Classrooms and grade level instructional teams are a mixture
of self-contained and departmentalized settings. The demographic make-up and design of Hanna Springs is as follows:

African American - .57%; Hispanic - 36.01%; White - 57.25%; Native American - 0.57%; Asian/Pacific Islander - 0.43%; American Indian - .43%; Multi-Race - 4.73%;
Economically Disadvantaged - 69.1%; LEP - 8.3%; At Risk - 60.55%; Mobility Rate - 13.5%; Special Education Rate - 21.24%

Demographics Strengths

**Overall 2019 Rating B, no rating for 2020 or 2021 due to COVID.  

 

2020-2021 STAAR, Showed academic loss in many areas.  Strengths are in the following areas:

Reading:

5th Grade Reading: White Approaches - 84%; White Masters - 41%; All students Masters - 29%.

Math:

3rd Grade Math: White Approaches -  82%.
4th Grade Math: All Masters - 25%; Hispanic Masters - 25%. 
5th Grade Math: White Approaches - 84%; White Meets 54%; White Masters - 31%.

 

2018-19 Accountability/Testing Strengths for Hanna Springs include (last STAAR Scores before COVID, we are working to meet and surpass these targets again):

Reading STAAR Scores: All students - 85%; White - 88%;  Hispanic - 78% ; Econ. Disad. - 82% (increased by 8%)

Math STAAR Scores: All students - 86%; White - 86%; Hispanic - 85%; Econ. Disad. - 83%

Science STAAR Scores: All students - 85%; White - 87%; Hispanic - 75%; Econ. Disad. - 82%

Writing STAAR Scores:  All students - 63%; White - 61%; Hispanic - 63%; Econ. Disad. - 61%
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Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Overall performance for Hispanic, white and special education students continues to present an achievement gap. Root Cause: Due to students'
developmental levels, some students are missing foundational skills and need targeted instruction. We are also working to recover from COVID learning loss in every population.
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Student Achievement

Student Achievement Summary

Accountability/Testing Summary for Hanna Springs include:

We are excited for the 21-22 school year!  The last time the state gave ratings, Hanna Springs Elementary earned the "B" rating from the Texas Education Agency for the 2018-2019
school year.  We did show some learning loss for the 2020-2021 school year that reflected in our STAAR scores.  We are working to close the academic gaps caused by COVID-19. 
Our primary goal for Hanna Springs is for all students to pass all state assessments and district benchmarks for the 2021-2022 school year.  At this time, Hanna Springs has
implemented the RTI process, with fidelity, for all grade levels.  We have a system in place to track, identify, and serve all struggling learners in all core content areas.  We are also
impletementing the HB 4545 requirements of and additional 30 hours of intervention time in a small group for each subject that our students failed on the STAAR test.  

Previous test results from STAAR 2021:

Reading STAAR Scores:  

3rd Grade ~ All students - 74%; White - 77%; Hispanic - 65%; Econ Disad. - 60%                                                                                                   
4th Grade ~ All students - 69%; White - 64%; Hispanic - 69%; Econ Disad. - 67%                                                                                                  
5th Grade ~ All students - 79%; White - 84%; Hispanic - 74%; Econ Disad. - 75% 

Math STAAR Scores:  

3rd Grade ~ All students - 74%; White - 76%; Hispanic - 60%; Econ Disad. - 59%                                                                                                   
4th Grade ~ All students - 62%; White - 72%; Hispanic - 54%; Econ Disad. - 54%                                                                                                  
5th Grade ~ All students - 76%; White - 84%; Hispanic - 68%; Econ Disad. - 71% 

Science STAAR Scores: All students - 67%; White - 75%; Hispanic - 59%; Econ. Disad. - 61%

Writing STAAR Scores: All students - 45%; White - 49%; Hispanic - 43%; Econ. Disad. - 32%

The last year we were rated and received a letter grade was 2019.  In 2019 our Accountability Summary tracks performance based on three domains.  Hanna Springs Scored the
following on each of the three domains:

Domain 1- Student Achievement:  79 (Rating C)   
Domain 2 - Student Progress:  85 (Rating B)                                                                                                         
Domain 3 - Closing Performance Gaps:  86 (Rating B)

No distinctions were earned.

Student Achievement Strengths

2020-2021 STAAR, Showed academic loss in many areas.  Strengths are in the following areas:

Reading:

5th Grade Reading: White Approaches - 84%; White Masters - 41%; All students Masters - 29%.
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Math:

3rd Grade Math: White Approaches -  82%.
4th Grade Math: All Masters - 25%; Hispanic Masters - 25%. 
5th Grade Math: White Approaches - 84%; White Meets 54%; White Masters - 31%.

 

 

2018-19 Accountability/Testing Strengths for Hanna Springs include (last STAAR Scores before COVID, we are working to meet and surpass these targets again):

Reading STAAR Scores: All students - 85%; White - 88%;  Hispanic - 78% ; Econ. Disad. - 82% (increased by 8%)

Math STAAR Scores: All students - 86%; White - 86%; Hispanic - 85%; Econ. Disad. - 83%

Science STAAR Scores: All students - 85%; White - 87%; Hispanic - 75%; Econ. Disad. - 82%

Writing STAAR Scores:  All students - 63%; White - 61%; Hispanic - 63%; Econ. Disad. - 61%

 

 

Problem Statements Identifying Student Achievement Needs

Problem Statement 1: Need to increase all passing levels (approaches, meets, advanced.) Students at Hanna Springs will meet or exceed 81% on the 3rd grade STAAR approaches
passing rate, 42% on Meets passing standard and 23% Masters passing standard. Root Cause: Students need targeted instruction to close academic gaps.
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School Culture and Climate

School Culture and Climate Summary

HSE Culture and Climate

The 2021-22 school year at Hanna Springs continues to focus on safety, schoolwide structure, and enhanced character building opportunities for students.  We are holding school as
normal as possible with COVD precautions.  The Hanna Springs staff works diligently to maintain a positive, safe, and productive learning environment for all students.  We maintain
a school-wide system of order and discipline that allows for Check 1-2-3 lines in our hallways, frequent assemblies to address character and manners, and a discipline referral system
that "processes" students prior to classroom removal.  This school year Hanna Springs continues PBIS schoolwide.  We have opened up a school store this year.  Students earn Badger
Bucks for acts of kindness and with good behavior.  The store is open to shop every three weeks.  We have student led announcements with our Pride Patrol students and on
Wednesday they perform the announcements on video for the school.     

Hanna Springs holds meetings with teachers and parents to address key areas of school improvement: Academics Achievement, Actions and School decision making, and Atmosphere
& School Climate.  These committees work to identify and address key areas throughout the school that can benefit from frequent, continual improvement.  Teachers and parents are
continuing to work to meet the social and academic needs of all students throughout the school.

In addition, Hanna Springs maintains a number of extra-curricular activities and events to help ensure that all students at Hanna Springs can work to become strong, successful
citizens:

- Positive Behavior Incentives through our school store and earning Bager Bucks

- Nine-weeks awards for attendance, good behavior, and Distinguished student awards; as well as mid 9 weeks reinforcers for these areas

- AR Reading Incentive programs that are awarded to all grade levels each nine weeks

- Continued instruction in character education, drug prevention, good decision-making, and manners - promoted school wide and reinforeced in counselor faciliated character classes
and small groups

- Frequent assemblies addressing current student needs, achievements, student feedback, and academic successes

- Red Ribbon Week, Fire Prevention Week, and anti-bullying education

- Coordinated Health Programs and Wellness incentives

- Family Night Events and Parent Education Nights

- Fostering time with students that allows them to identify and address the needs of other students and community members

School Culture and Climate Strengths

Hanna Springs Elementary has worked to maintain a positive, enriching climate for students, teachers, and parents.  Several methods in which our personnel work to address our
school climate and culture includes:

- Daily character education and manners are taught on the announcements.
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- Principal and Assistant Principal draw a class to read aloud in each week.

- Atmosphere Committee Meetings that address current, relevant concerns related to student achievement and staff morale, subcommittes were created.

- Continuation of the Child Centered Team (CCT) process that allows for multiple adults to track and monitor the progress of individual students

- Key Staff Development Days for classroom teachers that allows them to plan and prepare for instruction utilizing TRS and Staff Vertical Alignment Days

- Formal and informal Teacher Mentoring programs

- Continued, positive responses to teacher feedback regarding student and staff morale

- Incentive programs for students and teachers regarding attendance and performance

- Daily announcements which teach the Essential 55 and important character rules for life and promote kindness and compassion as a school culture

- Student led Pride Patrol for greeting students and visitors and for conducting daily school announcements

- The number of returning staff who are invested in our school

Problem Statements Identifying School Culture and Climate Needs

Problem Statement 1: Continuing to proceed with school using COVID safety measures. This causes stress in parents and teachers. Root Cause: COVID-19
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Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Summary

Hanna Springs Elementary has maintained a 100% Highly Qualified staff.  

The 2021-2022 school year continues to maintain a 100% highly qualified staff.  All new personnel are supported campus-wide by not only being partnered with veteran teachers, but
also participating in a formal teacher mentoring program.  The professional/staff development that our staff receives is monitored through data, frequent classroom visits by
administrators, team meetings, vertical meetings, and individual conferences with teachers throughout the year.  For the 2021-22 school year, Hanna Springs maintains two full-time
interventionists who assist teachers in addressing the individual needs of all struggling learners.  HSE also maintains an RTI Coordinator to help track, identify, and supervise the
implementation of the RTI process so that "no child is left behind." 

HSE also provides professional development to the staff in order to:

- Increase professional development in core content areas to increase knowledge and understanding

- Develop technology skills in collaboration with TEKS Resource lesson plans

- Increase awareness for staff members regarding community and student home-life needs

- Faculty meetings to share current educational research findings, provide training on differentiation

Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Strengths

Strengths for Hanna Springs:

- Formal and informal teacher mentoring

- Increased technology support from campus and district personnel

- Instructional Coaching faciliated by the Instructinoal Specialist (IS) for Teachers and Administrators for the 2021-22 School Year

- Campus Planning Meetings to encourage teacher involvement in decision making processes

- Professional Learning Communities to faciliate deeper understanding of curricular needs, especially in the area of literacy. 

- Maintaining 100% Highly Qualified instructional staff members

Problem Statements Identifying Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention Needs

Problem Statement 1: We have recruited quality teachers and are retaining employment. We are focusing on growing our new teachers to use best practices so that they will grow to
be master teachers. Root Cause: It takes time for new teachers to learn.
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Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Summary

HSE Curricular and Instructional Summary:

Hanna Springs Elementary has implemented the district-purchased TEKS Resource Curriculum System (TRS), and is implementing this curriculum in all core subject areas (ELA,
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies) utilizing concentrated, instructional focus documents.  Campus administrators frequently monitor the implementation of this curriculum
through lesson plan reviews, classroom observations and formal/informal walk-throughs.  Principals provide feedback to teachers on observations through Eduphoria T-TESS.  Hanna
teachers are required to meet and track student data during weekly team meetings, and student tracking meetings are held once a month with campus administrators and intervention
personnel.  All teams are working to track and identify the needs of struggling learners, but they are also working to challenge and address the academic needs of high-achieving
students.

Hanna Springs also utilizes an Enrichment Time (or SMART Time) to help adequately address the intervention and higher-order needs of all students.  This Enrichment block,
utilized five days a week, allows all students to receive concentrated, differentiated instruction based on the academic needs of each individual learner.  In the past we have only done
SMART time four days a week, this year we added Friday.  Teachers work together to identify and address the needs of Tier 2 and Tier 3 struggling learners in small groups, while
high-achieving students are simultaneously provided with higher-order instruction opportunities.  This Enrichment Time allows for students' instructional time and achievement to be
maximized without missing any key, core instructional content.  In addition, Hanna Springs utilizes common assessments and benchmark testing to aid in the identification of specific
objectives that may require more concentrated instruction.

To help address the COVID learning loss, we have purchased the Fundations Phonics program for Tier I reading instruction and the Tier 2 program to use with Tier 2 and 3 Smart
Time instruction.  For math we are using Lonestar Learning bulletin board math as a weekly sprial review of math skills. 

If a student was unsuccessful on STAAR, they are receiving 30 hours of intervention in each subject failed during SMART Time.  This meets the HB 4545 requirements.  

Current curricular and instructional activities for teaching staff:

- Monthly meetings with intervention personnel to pursue specific areas to address vertically and horizontally

- TRS horizontal planning time each nine weeks to to assist with planning and alignment

- TRS vertical planning time each semester to assist with planning and alignment 

- Frequent training in Eduphoria Aware (disaggregation and objective analysis)

In addition to small group intervention and large-scale differentiated instruction through Enrichment Time, Hanna Springs also utilizes several computerized intervention programs to
aid in the remediation and acceleration of struggling learners.  These programs include Lexia, Program for Dyslexia Intervention (PDI), Read Naturally, Amplify and Think Through
Math programs.  Teachers and paraprofessionals monitor students' performance in these areas and report to the campus RTI Coordinator every nine weeks for analysis and review. 
Teachers, administrators, and intervention personnel meet monthly to review the individual needs of struggling learners during Child-Centered Team (CCT) Meetings.

Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Strengths

HSE Curriculum and Instructional Strengths: 

- Teacher knowledge and implementation of TRS curriculum
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- Disaggregation of data through Eduphoria AWARE

- Classroom and large-scale differentiated instruction and creative learning approaches

- Grade level collaboration to track and identify specific needs of struggling students AND high-achieving students

- TRS horizontal planning and implementation relative to alignment

- TRS vertical planning and implementation relative to alignment

- Implementation of Program for Dyslexia Intervention (PDI), the district-adopted Dyslexia program

- Chrome books available for all 5th Grade students via 1:1 access

 

Problem Statements Identifying Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Needs

Problem Statement 1: Students have academic gaps that we are working to close. Root Cause: COVID-19 and loss of instruction due to home learning and/or extended absences
due to illness.
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Parent and Community Engagement

Parent and Community Engagement Summary

For 2021-22, Hanna Springs Elementary maintains a number of frequent on-going activities and events to help inform and involve all parents and community members.  Primarily,
Hanna Springs advocates an "open door policy" for parents to tour the school and observe in their child's academic progress.  COVID has slowed down our open door policy, as were
are a closed campus at the beginning of school.  We opened back up to visitors during the last week of September and will monitor the open status based on positive COVID cases.  

This school year, Hanna Springs has opened a school store, which is funded and manned by parents from our PTSO.  We are recognizing and rewarding positive behavior and
students are learning to work hard to earn the school currency in order to purchase items in the school store.  

We will hold Family Nights this year.  We are planning for two options based on COVID numbers.  If we are a closed campus we will do "Drive Through" Family Nights and if we
are an open campus we will host regular Family Nights.   

In addition, Hanna Springs teachers will have the opportunity to make scheduled, supervised home visits to students and parents who might gain from additional academic assistance
from school personnel.  Teachers are seeking to build relationships with parents in a new, refreshing way, so as to provide parents with a comfortable avenue of communicating with
school personnel.

Hanna Springs activities are posted on the school website and campus marquee.  Events and information that are beneficial to parents are communicated to parents through the
internet, notes home in both English and Spanish, and frequent phone calls via SchoolMessenger.  Newsletters are also sent home each month with highlights of student events,
activities and accomplishments.  Hanna Springs  and the Hanna Springs PTSO both have Facebook pages that information is posted on.

Parent and Community Engagement Strengths

- Parent volunteers will run our school store.

- Scheduled Home Visits to our local parent and student homes to help maintain connections between school and community

- Frequent phone calls home to parents for positive contact and relationship building

- Increasing number of PTSO members, and increased electronic communication with parents

- Multiple methods of communication to parents regarding student progress and achievement (newsletters, website, Facebook, Blackboard, Skyward, notes home, progress reports, e-
mail reminders, home visits, teacher phone calls)

Problem Statements Identifying Parent and Community Engagement Needs

Problem Statement 1: We are continuing to grow our PTSO. Root Cause: Parents are working or are not able to attend meetings.
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School Context and Organization

School Context and Organization Summary

2021-22 School Context Summary:

Hanna Springs Elementary maintains a number of scheduling and support services so as to appropriately meet the academic needs of all learners.  Our campus maintains frequent
communication with parents and community members, consistent meeting dates for teachers and paraprofessionals, and regular faculty meetings for professional development
opportunities.  Teachers are also granted daily planning time to collaborate with colleagues about student progress and data analysis/tracking/monitoring.  Intervention personnel work
closely with teachers and staff to effectively identify and address the academic needs of all struggling students.

In addition, Hanna Springs utilizes an Enrichment Time, or SMART Time, that offers large-scale differentiated instruction to all students.  This Enrichment block, utilized five days a
week, allows all students to receive concentrated, differentiated instruction based on the academic needs of each individual learner.  Grade levels work together to identify and address
the needs of Tier 2 and Tier 3 struggling learners in small groups, while high-achieving students are simultaneously provided with higher-order instruction opportunities.  This
Enrichment Time allows for students' instructional time and achievement to be maximized without missing any classroom instructional content. 

School Context and Organization Strengths

- Frequent Committee meetings to address vertical alignments, school actions concerns, and school climate

- Faculty Meetings to incorporate staff development opportunities

- Grade Level meetings monthly to monitor grade levels and to send out school-wide expectations to the campus from admisitration

- Enrichment Time, or SMART Time, to help differentiate instruction for all learners

- Frequent planning and collaboration opportunities for classroom teachers

- Weekly communication between administration and teaching staff regarding student progress and success

- Organized, large-scale differentiated instruction within all grade levels

- Optimum use of intervention staff and personnel to address the needs of struggling students in ALL grade levels

- Effective communication with parents and community members with regard to student activities

Problem Statements Identifying School Context and Organization Needs

Problem Statement 1: Limited funding and volunteers for after school instructional programs and extra curricular activities.. Root Cause: Limited funding and people available.
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Technology

Technology Summary

2021-22 HSE Technology Summary:

Hanna Springs Elementary incorporates technology into all facets of the school.  Struggling students, grade level learners, and high-achieving students all have opportunities to
enhance learning through the interactive use of a number of new technologies.  HSE has also continued to plan and train staff in order to effectively use document cameras and
overhead projectors.  Teachers are able to create engaging interactive lessons with dynamic components that would otherwise not be utilized in a traditional classroom setting. 
Document cameras enable teachers to place creative items, handouts, textbooks, do science experiments, and display live images for classroom students via a ceiling mounted
projector.  In addition, most classrooms at Hanna Springs are equipped with live interactive SMART Boards.  These SMART Boards allow student to participate and engage in
lessons in a digital fashion.  The classic chalkboard is no longer as necessary due to new SMART Board interactive capabilities.  This technology has helped to create a dynamic,
interactive classroom for all HSE students.  For the classrooms who have opted to not have a SMARTboard, teachers utilize the doucment camera and stream information from their
computer through the document camera and project it on the white board.  

Our 5th Grade students are a 1:1 chrome book program to allow for more on-going classroom technology usage.  Instructional technology, paired with campus technology, maintains
on-going training with our 5th Grade teachers to help keep instructional approaches current and effective.

The HSE ESL teacher added 5 chromebooks to her classroom suite of reseouces as well, to support student research, contextualizing new learning, and for access to language learning
programs. 

We also purchased 17 new chromebooks last school year to be dispursed out to classes to increase the amount of technology available to the students in the classrooms in 2020-21. 

With regard to SMART Board Usage, we maintain a variety of software that contain hundreds of Math and Reading lessons that can be directly connected to TEKS and TRS
curriculum requirements.  Teachers have a stronger foundation of SMART software to pull from, and they can utilized creative and interactive activities with Aegom that would
otherwise not be available on standard SMART Board applications.

Lampasas ISD has also opened up the school networks and workstations for teachers, allowing the use of more educational resources on a wider scale. Hanna Springs utilizes
Eduphoria AWARE to disaggregate data, complete appraisals, communicate with teachers regarding observations, create testing and benchmark items, and submit technology work
orders for questions or concerns regarding technology.  Through Eduphoria Strive, administrators and teachers can track all staff development trainings, enter Teacher T-TESS Goals,
walkthroughs, and summative evaluations.  Eduphoria Formspace enables teachers to create, disseminate, and disaggregate data from all types of surveys.  Eduphoria Help Desk
allows technology and maintenance personnel to track and fill requests from staff regarding classroom technology concerns. 

The Hanna Springs school website will continue with, Blackboard, and it provides all teachers with an individual website in order to better communicate with students and parents. 
Teachers also have access to Safari Montage for supplemental activities and videos.  Safari Montage has a large array of videos and learning clips with standards-based material and
information aligned to TEKS instruction.  Teachers have used this Safari Montage software/hardware combination with FLIP video cameras in order to give staff the ability to upload
their own videos for student and parent viewing.  In addition, staff members are beginning to utilize and reach our to parents through online social media outlets such as Facebook and
Twitter. 

Technology Strengths

- Continued implementation of a variety of technological software and hardware to enhance instruction (ex. SMART Boards, Document Cameras, Smart projectors, FLIP video
cameras, chrome books, and standard computerized interventions)

- Usage of district technology coordinator and technology personnel
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- Use of Eduphoria application to observe staff, communicate technology needs, and disaggregate student data

- Continued staff development in new technologies and software usage

Problem Statements Identifying Technology Needs

Problem Statement 1: We have a limited number of devices available to our students. Root Cause: Funding was cut in EMAT and Elementary 3rd and 4th grade 1-to-1 devices
were given to the middle school and high school.
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